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The Performance of Adaptive Equalization for
Digital Communication Systems Corrupted by Interference

Richard C. North, Roy A. Axford, and James R. Zeidler
NCCOSC RDT&E Division
San Diego, CA 92152-7304

Abstract conditions investigated in this text. the second-order

This paper analyzes the effects of interference on te statistics of the output will be approximately the sum of the
steady-stateaperfanalyneste eectsof several earee aath second-order statistics of the output of the WF and thesteady-state performance of several popular adaptive output of the ME The MF will be further separated into aequalization algorithms. It is shown that adaptive random conmpent and a time-varying component. The

equalizers based on the linear equalizer structure have a random MF is generated by the gradient estimation noise
built-in capability to reject narrowband interference, and will be quantified hebe as being uncorrelated with a
however performance deteriorates as the bandwidth of the resulting white spectrum. The time-varying MF is

interference increases. The existence of a time-varying reng atedb pectrm. the terin g t, is

misadjustment component in the adaptive equalizer weight generated by penodic terms in the filter input, x(k). and will
vector is shown to affect the interference cancellation be sample-to-sample correlated giving a colored spectrum.
properties. In addition, simultaneous multipath It is the time-varying MF that gives rise to the "spectral
propagation and interference is investigated. These effects broadening" in the ALP [4] and the "notch broadening" in

the adaptive noise canceller (ANQ [121-[15]. It will beon the performance of the adaptive linear equalizer are shiown in this paper that the performance of the ALP and the

especially important to applications where intentional or are depenthon the pe ce tie-vang Me
unintentional interferers may be encountered. AEQ are dependent on their respective time-varying MFs.

Under certain conditions, the time-varying MF is shown to
I. Introduction enhance the CW cancelling capabilities of the AEQ.

Modern digital communication systems typically Only T-spaced 2-sided adaptive linear equalizers will be
employ modulation formats like M-PSK or M-QAM to presented. Future work will include fractionally spaced
increase spectral efficiency (eg. bits/sec/Hz) of the AEQs with and without decision feedback. While
transmitted signal. Successful use of these spectrally numerous fast algorithms exist for adapting the equalizer's
efficient modulation formats requires the receiver to have a weights, this paper will consider the Least Mean Square
greater capability to: (1) compensate for distortion (LMS) algorithm [16], the stabilized Fast Transversal Filter
introduced by the channel, transmitter, and receiver, (2) WM RLS algorithm [171 and the RLS Lattice algorithm
cancel interference, and (3) provide for matched filtering. with directly updated coefficients (DUPL) [18].
Adaptive equalization is a single channel technique which The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section H
is frequently used in receivers to compensate for linear The rest of the peio nie a n interferec e
distortion (eg. intersymbol interference (IS)) introduced provides a brief description of the signal and interference
by the channel and transmit/receive filters. It can be models and the AEQ structure. Section 11 analyzes theparicuary uefu wen hechannel distortion is not known performance of the AEQ with CW interference and no
particularly useful when th hne itrini o nw multipath. It is shown that the WF of the AEQ is a constantprecisely or is time-varying. In this paper, we examine the multiple of the WF of the ALP. However, the differences in
ability of the adaptive linear equalizer (AEQ) to reject performance are significant and linked to the difference in
additive in e their MFs. Ideal bandpass Gaussian noise is presented in

Previous work has shown that the adaptive linear Section IV as an interferer whose bandwidth is easily
predictor (ALP) can be effective in cancelling (or controlled. Performance of the AEQ is shown to degrade
enhancing) narrowband interference [1]-[8]. The ALP rapidly as the bandwidth of the interferer increases. Section
forms a narrowband notch centered at the interferer IV also shows some simulation results of the AEQ faced
frequency by exploiting the sample-to-sample correlation with both a multipath channel and interference.
in the narrowband interferer. Broadband interference was Performance degradation is found to be a function of the
considered for the ALP in [91 and [ 10]. In [101, it was shown severity of the multipath as might be expected.
that the ALP performance degrades rapidly as the
bandwidth of the interferer increases. As the bandwidth of 11. Preliminaries
the interference increases, the sample-to-sample A. Signal Model
correlation decreases and the predictability of the The complex baseband representation of the received
interference decreases. Similar results for the AEQ are signal can be written as.
presented in this paper. x(t) = h(t) * s(t) + i(t) + n(t) (1)

The analysis technique used in this paper will be to where h(t). s(t). i(t). and n(t) are the complex baseband
decompose the output of the adaptive linear equalizer into a channel impulse response. transmitted signal, interference
Wiener filter (WF) term and a Misadjustment filter (MF) signal. and additive noise respectively. This paper will
term. This is an established technique which offers insight consider the case of a time-invariant two-path channel.
into the dynamics of the adaptation process [3]. For the h(t) = h,6(t) + h,(t - 7,). where rA is the channel delay
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spread. The complex baseband channel can be related to Finally. the additive noise is assumed to come from a
the real bandpass channel by h, = H, and h2 = H2e-J'4 white Gaussian process with power spectral density
where H, and H2 are the direct path and multipath tap-gains PSD.(J) = N, for all frequencies. Its auto-correlation
of the real bandpass channel and f, is the carrier frequency function is O.,(r) = a,2 6(r) = N, 6(r).
[19]. For digital communication, the complex baseband B. Adaptive Linear Equalizer Structure
transmittedl signal is described by. B dpieLna qaie tutr

Fig. 1 illustrates the 2-sided T-spaced AEQ where T is
s(w = s, PrO - kM) where S is the average the symbol duration. The ideal equalizer will extract the

transmitted signal power. {IsI represents a sequence of transmitted signal. s(k) [for notational convenience s(k7)

symbols transmitted at the symbol rate of R = lI/T will be written as s(k)], from the received data described by

symbols per second and P7(t) is the baseband pulse shape. Eq. (1) at each instant in time. In this paper. it will be
assumed that the receiver has perfect symbol

The autocorrelation of Eq. (1) can be written as [ 191 synchronization and that no carrier offset exists. The filter

21 Ejx(t) x'(t - r)j output and the filter error output can be written as,
2= 4,.,,.(r) + ) + , (2) y(k) = w'(k) x(k) and e(k) = d(k) - y(k) where

where it has been assumed that the components of x(k) w(k)=[wM(k).Wo(k).wN/k)]T, 4k) [akr + .N.).
mutually uncorrelated. Using the two-path channel model, k)..k - N2)]r. d(k) is the desired signal (also called
it can be shown that, the primary signal), and H indicates Hermitian transpose.

Ph.,J.,(r) = (hth;) 5,,(r + ra) + (1h,1
2 + Ih21)0,,(r) The AEQ is typically employed in the receiver of a

+ (h'h2 ,,(r - r,) (3- digital communication system with the (ideal) task of (1)
correcting for intersymbol interference (1SI). (2) cancelling

where for Pr(t) = I in the interval [OMT] and 0 elsewhere, inteference, and (3) providing matched filtering. The AEQ
S T requires a priori information about the transmitted signal,

\ S - T < r < T (4) usually in the form of a training sequence. After the symbol
0 otherwise error rate decreases below about 0.01. symbol decisions can

be used as the desired signal. It will be assumed that the
Two types of interference are analyzed in this paper. combination of training and decision-direction results in

The first is CW interference given by. i(t) = F21 e( 4 ,'1 '+*), only correct symbols used for the desired signal.
where 1. f,, p are the power, carrier offset frequency, and Note that Fig. I can be easily modified to form a 2-sided
phase of interference respectively. The autocorrelation T-spaced ALP (also called an adaptive whitening filter or an
of the CW interference is. adaptive line enhancer with unit decorrelation delay) by

(= I e +J4.6' (5) setting w0 = 0 and d(k) = x(k). With this configuration.
The second type of interference is bandpass white Gaussian the ALP will first estimate the interference with the filter
noise with power spectra defined by. output. y(k), and then subtract this from the received signal,

NB fN _ B !_B f4k), resulting in an estimate of the transmitted signal at the
PSD,(f) 2 2 (6) filter error output. e(k). (Note that another functionally

10 otherwise equivalently configuration of the ALP is w0 = - I and

Its autcorrelation can be computed by taking the inverse d(k) = 0. which results in the filter output estimating the
fourier transformof Eq. (6)giving. negative of the transmitted signal.) The ALP has theadvantage of not requiring a priori information about the

N sin(7rBr)\ e +,24 (7) transmitted signal. It can be effective in cancelling
( N Br A narrowband interference (see for instance [7][8]) but was

This interference model encompasses both narrowband and shown in [101 to degrade system performance when no
broadband interference with a single parameter, the interference is present. It is introduced here because of its
bandwidth B. For very small but finite B. Eq. (7) reduces to similarities with the AEQ, both structurally and
Eq. (5) where i = N9B is equal to the total baseband operationally, although the AEQ will always out perform
interferer power. the ALP for SNR > OdB.

4k + N,) xk) +( 1) T 0 (kk N2)

y-k - ~ W pi ~

d( oDecisio
cl(k) = ý(k) -~ decisiondietd I- Dcso 311

d(k) = s(k) - training d(ko e(k)

Fig. 1: 2-sided T-Spaced Adaptive Linear Equalizer.
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UL Performance with CW Interference It is interesting that the Wiener weights of the 2-sided
The adaptive linear equalizer weights can be AEQ derived above are a constant multiple (AO) of the

deomposed into a WF and a MOF. Wiener weights of the 2-sided ALP derived in [7] (which isdope it a o +F and a8) also identical in form to the Wiener weights of the I-sided
w(k) = w• + w'(k) (8) ALP derived in [1].[21.[5]). This implies that one might

The WF is a time-invariant solution that can be found by expect the performance of the AEQ filter to be similar to
solving the normal equation. It is the optimum solution in that of the ALP filter. However. it will be shown below that
the sense of minimizing the mean squared error (MSE), the performance of the AEQ is superior to that of the ALP
EIle(k)12]. Once the WF is found, the MF can be found from for SNR > 0dB due to the differences in their MR.
Eq. (8). Each component of the filter output can then be Given the Wiener weight solution, the average power at
analyzed separately since y(k) = (waPI)'x(k) + (w"(k))"x(k). the output of the Wiener filter can be found from the
If w"-(k) is approximately uncorrelated with x(k). and autocorelation of the output of the WF for zero lag,

El w""(k)j = 0 (or equivalently when E[w(k)] = WOW). 'O,(0) - A2 (S + 0) [1 + N, + N,
then we may write the power spectrum of the filter output 0 (N+ + N 2 +i+'--
as.,12 P,(0o) = Pr(w) + P75 (o) (9) + A I (0 - N, + N2 (12 2)

Even though the existence of a time-varying MF could N1 + N 2 + 7-
result in a time dependence of E4 w(k) ], insight will be The first term in Eq. (12) is the WF output power due to the
gained by plotting the terms in Eq. (9) separately. two broadband components while the second term is the
A. Wiener Filter WF output power due to the CW interferer. Note that for a

The AEQ will have a Wiener component of the weight finite length filter, the residual CW power is nonzero.

vector as long as the cross-correlation between the filter B. Misadjustment Filter
input, x(k) . and the desired signal, d(k) = s(k), satisfies The characteristics of the MF depend on the weight

,•(/) *e 0 for I = - N, ...,N 2 . The Wiener component update equation used in the AEQ. The MF will be further
can be found from the normal equation, separated into a random MF and a time-varying MR The

N2 weights of the random MF (time-varying MF) will be
I wý' 0l,(1 - n) = ,(O)for I = - N,.... N2 . This can assumed to be uncorrelated (correlated) from

n -N1  sample-to-sample.
be solved by the method of undetermined coefficients for The time-varying MF exists because the CW interferer
the CW interferer case (as was done in [1] for the 1-sided is present in the filter input, x(k), but not in the desired
ALP and in [71 for the 2-sided ALP filter) by letting signal, d(k). A similar condition is reported in [13] and [15]
w.1 = A. e,"6 forw , = 2rf4/f, where fa If, is the offset fortheANC.Thetimeconstantsofthetime-varyingMFare
frequency normalized to the sampling frequency. Solving equal to time constants of the mean of the weight vector,
for AM it can be shown that, E[w(k)], which are for the LMS filter [12],

1 r -Is - 1 (sec) (13)Ao = °" I
1 +"-S'fI + [1 ++2 ] for i = 1. 2..... N,,, and where N,,, = N, + N 2 + I andI

A (NI +N 2) (10) is the LMS step-size. It can be shown that the eigenvalues
A0==1 = - so+(10)

of the input correlation matrix are A, = I Nfi,, + S + c.

(NI + N2) + -( )- = S + a.2fori =2 ... Nfi,,. An equivalent expression
\'c/ for the time constant in either the FIT or the DUPL

forn = -N.....- 1.1..+N 2 . Thefequencyresponseof algorithm is [I1],

the WF can be found from w"P'(,L) = - 'wr' e-jý for .R W f (sec) (14)

N = N1  N2 to be, where W is the exponential weighting parameter. It is

2 (A sin(- ). important to recognize that rzu is independent of the power
= A0[l - co. (N + st) '- in the components of the input signal and independent of the

21 + kS+&' ) 2 2 l( 1 filter length unlike r,,,.
To estimate the magnitude of the misadjustmentwhere Aw = wo - wo, and A0 given by Eq. (10). Eq. (11) component, consider the approximate expression for the

describes the frequency response of the AEQ WF between compower of the Mx [12].

the filter input, x(k) . and the filter output. y(k). From Eq. output power of the MF [ 12].

(11) it can be seen that the WF of the AEQ creates a notch p-'(0) P ý.m,, Nfl.,, (S + I + oa) (15)
filter centered at the center frequency of the interferer. As for c,,, equal to the minimum MSE. An exact analysis of
the filter length increases, the bandwidth of the notch '•k) , similar to that presented in 14] for the I -sided ALP.
decreases and the depth of the notch increases, is beyond the scope of this paper.
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C. Discussion and Simulations
Figs. 2-5 show simulation results for the AEQ with high N0+

SNR and a QPSK signal. Probability of symbol error P, is No Filter SNR = + 25dB
found from Monte Carlo simulations after convergence.
From Fig. 2 it can be seen that both the LMS AEQ and the 10-
DUPL AEQ work very well in cancelling the CW Ps
interference. The stabilized form of the FIF AEQ [17]
sometimes becomes unstable as the SIR ratio decreases. 10'
This is presumably due to the large condition number of the
input conrlation matrix. A closer look at the symbol errors
in the FIF AFO shows that they occur in bursts when the = 0.001
algorithm automatically reinitializes. Figs. 3 and 4 show 10 = 0.0005
that the performance of the LMS AEQ (and the DUPL AEQ = 0.0001
in Fig. 6) is equal to or better than the WE. Wiener Solution

It is interesting to note in Fig. 4 that the measurable 3dB 10-1" ' 2 3 400.500
bandwidth in the filter output is smaller for a larger LMS 0 10 ' 200 360 400 500
step-size. The reason for this is found in Fig. 5 where the Filter Length
output spectrum of the filter output is separated into its WF Fig. 3: Ps for LMS AEQ with CW Irterferer
and MF components. The AEQ is seen to use its SIR= -IdB, SNR=+25dB.
time-varying MF to fill the notch created in the filter output
spectrum by the finite length WE This reduces the filter 0.125- SNR + 25dB
error output power below that of just tde WE As+ t
step-size is reduced the MF spectral peak in Fig. 5 becomes 0.100.
more narrow. This suggests that as the time constant
increases, the time-varying MF is unable to adjust fast
enough to compensate for the notched data (IS1) created by 0.075.
the WE Bandw•th

While the DUPL AEQ follows the same trend as the (Mum.

SNR is increased to 10dB, the situation changes for the I = 0.001
LMS AEQ as illustrated in Fig. 6. For the LMS AEQ, - 'u = 0.0005

.j .- o, thus the magnitude of the MF (Eq. (15)) is much 0.025 = 0.000Wiener
larger than in the previous case. The ability of the AEQ to Z = 0.00005
estimate the transmitted signal depends on both the -- /
magnitude of the MF and on the time constant associated 0 "

with the weight vector given by Eqs. (13) and (14). 0 100 200 A600 4600 50C

100 Filter Length
SNR = + 25dB Fig. 4: Notch Bandwidth in the Filter Output of the LMS
Nft,, = 61 AEQ created by a CW Interferer SIR = -l0dB.

PSO Fikr Oiptm Y enr.Yýmus(n)
10-1 No Filter

P0s SIR lOdB
P102 W 0.999 Li10-

10-1 C61 MFo Otu
LIO_

10-' -0.4 03 02 01 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.530 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 N-rm.Freq.
Signal-to-Interference (dB) Fig. 5: Output Spectrum of LMS AEQ with CW

Fig. 2: Ps for LMS. FTF. and DUPL AEQ as a function Interferer p = 0.001, Nfi,,, = 31.
of CW Interferer power. Figs. 7-9 show quite clearly that the performance of the.

Recall that this section showed that for the case of CW AEQ is superior to that of the ALP for high SNR. This is due
interference and no multipath the WF of the AEQ was to the difference in the magnitude of the MF and due to a
within a constant multiple of the WF of the ALP. However, difference in the operation of the time-varying MW. For the
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No Filter SNR = + 10d6 l NFilter SNR + a

10' Wiener Solution LS1-

"1020-00

o io 00 30 400 -50 0 .10 200 30 40 0

W -00125
EQ. 1000,btote L .Stus e SNR=0.99 '-

made FillherLensdg eth FiltertLengt

theAEQ. Fig. 8sos tat thesn the ALPperformance 0.100 / A0
degrades with filter length is that the time-varying MF is
creating a notch in the error output. destroying s(k). The Wee
3dB bandwidth of the notches match the expression, 0.075- ,. Wiene
BW -1/(xrJ (latted idashed lines in Fig. 8) which Banwidt 'outo 0.
was shown in [15] to be created by the time-varying WME Ni. 1
Fig. 9illutrates that if the power in the MF was larger(as is 000
the case in Fig. 8 for larg filter lengths), the time-varying
MF would enhanc the depth and the width of the notch 0.025- ' - 0.0001
created in the error output by the finite length WF Thus.by-
generating a spectrally broadened estimate of dhe ---

interference the ALP can cancel the interference but also 4-
cancels the communicato signal and as a result the 0 100 200 .300 400 500
probability of symbol eror degrades. Filter Length

Thus. under a high SNR condition, the time-varying MF Fig. 8: Notch Bandwidth in the Error Output of the LMS
improves the AEQ filter performance over that of the WF ALP created by a CW Interferer SIR=- lOdB.
alone while it degrades the ALP filter performance over PMs FnrW En-r Outpid. 4ý_r(n). pemisn)

that of the WF alone. However, the performance of the . .
AEQ was shown to be dependent on the SNR since the SNR W up N -uf
in part determines the magnitude of the MR 0Wt o '.-Ed

IV. Performance with Broadband 20-

Interference and Multipath DIM u
For the case of broadband interference and/or 10-

multipath. the WF can be found by using Eqs. (2), (3). and
(7) to solve the normal equation numerically. This analysis 0
shows that the WF must compromise between rejecting the
interference and correcting for multipath induced ISL To ~ 40 2- . . . . .

reject broadband interference, the WE forms a spectral Nrmm. Frerj.

notch of bandwidth B centered at the interference offset Fig. 9: Output Spectrum, of LMS ALP with CW
frequency. To cancel IS1, the WE forms a spectral peak to Interferer y = 0.00 1, f = 3 1.
compensate for the spectral null in the multipath channel. ference with multipath (dashed lines) (h, = 1.0.
The ME is found from simulation results to fill the notch h, = 0.94 - 300) and without multipath (solid lines).
created by the WE in a similar fashion as that previously From the figures it is clear that the AEQ with Nfilfr, = 61 is
discussed for CW interference. extremely sensitive to the bandwidth and to the power of the

Figs. 10 and I11 illustrate the effect of broadband inter- broadband interferer. The performance of the AEQ with
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B > 0 degrades more rapidly as 1h21 -. 1h1l. Note that the technique other than adaptive equalization alone, such as
DUPL AEQ is less sensitive to multipath than the LMS multi-chiannel processing, should be investigated.
AEQ presumably because the RLS algorithm is Rfrne
approximately independent of the conditioning of th input Rfr e
correlation matrix. The FIT AEQ which displays stable [W J. Zeidler. E. Satorius.D. Chabries. and H. Wexler,."Adaptive
operation for broadband interference without multipath. Enhanicement of Multiple Sinusoids in Uncorrelated Noise." IEEE
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